Does Gizmodo Only Hire Sex Perverts, Demo-pedes
and the Mentally Unbalanced? A Research Project.
- Gizmodo and Jalopnik: 100% propaganda operations for Obama, Clinton and the DNC
- The sickest people in the world get hired by these publications in order to exploit their mental
instabilities as patsy’s for political profiteering
- At Gizmodo, anal sex is almost as important as pizza to the twisted writers of the inner sanctum
- Gizmodo’s Adrian Covert spear-headed the assassination group at Gizmodo and then moved
over to CNN to run the Trump character assassination effort at CNN, through various cover ops
- Mexican billionaires connected to Trump “Bed-wetting dossier”, immigrant surges, election
rigging and Gizmodo ownership
- Boycott of, and phone calls to, all of Gizmodo’s advertisers called for
By Fredericka Unson and Kyle Lee
Gizmodo staff use their social media to blog about what they do after work and where they go for
night-clubbing and hooking up. We took that as a publicly promoted invitation to join them for
socializing. We spent 3 months “bumping into” Gizmodo writers and editors after work. This is what
we found out.
Gizmodo is Gawker Media under a different title. The name is slightly different, but the people,
political agenda and mission are exactly the same. Gizmodo is Gawker Media trying to evade Peter
Thiel, and and other past victims, of the Gawker/Gizmodo commercial character assassination services
created by Nick Denton.
The conversations, invites and insights we were offered overshadowed even the darkest rumors about
Gizmodo.
A large part of Gizmodo is comprised of angry homosexuals looking for social payback against society.
They spent a large part of their time spare time talking about who put their penis in whose mouth, or
anus, and how they can get their penis in whose mouth or anus. The main reason they work at Gizmodo
is to get enough money to buy rent-boys or to pay for enough fancy Gotham drinking to get their target
Bill Cosby’d into a compliant state.
Another part of Gizmodo is comprised of drug-culture enthusiasts who plan their nightly drug intake
like a gym enthusiast plans his workout. This group is rarely on time to work in the morning. This
group has a demonstrably large set of sociopathic and schizophrenic modality expressions.
Another part of Gizmodo are DNC operatives who live, breath and dream of policy wonk and DNC
“Dirty Tricks” campaigns. Their gods are John Podesta, Elon Musk, Sidney Blumenthal and Mark
Zuckerberg. A large part of this group are Jewish kids with at least 22 years of cultural hatred
programmed into them by far left Jewish parents. They want to believe that the GOP are all secretly
Palestinians and the political bosses behind Gizmodo encourage that kind of “hate-think”.
Gizmodo hires deeply disturbed people in a smart way. Gizmodo bosses seek out public patsies to try to
rig public political perceptions so that voters will steer things in a way that make Gizmodo’s bosses
richer.

When Gizmodo, like Gawker, gets bankrupted, Gizmodo owners will walk away scott free while the
naive young perverts of Gizmodo get sued instead. It is a brilliant use of the mentally ill for corporate
profiteering and politicking manipulation. The little perverts get used as sheep in a game of White
House control that they are the key pawns in.
The top tier management at Gizmodo (and it’s clones: Jalopnik, etc.) use a parental corporate trick of
HR brainwashing in which they privately confide to each writer that they are on a “grand mission”
where all evil is for “the greater good.” Gizmodo’s partner in these “greater goods” is Google. Google
is notorious for it’s motto: “don’t do evil” that later turned into the biggest irony on the web.
Gizmodo management use Hitler’s indoctrination tools. This is another interesting Gizmodo irony
because many Gizmodians are Jewish. Gizmodo bosses also enjoy pushing the DNC party-line that
“all Jews must become Democrats” and that “...Jewish Democrats must destroy Republicans because
Republicans want to take away your drugs and anal sex and put you in ovens...”
After hours, Gizmodo workers seem far less concerned about the ovens than they do about the potential
loss of their drugs and anal sex.
Just as anal-sex fanatic Nick Denton, a covert advisor to the current Gizmodo, taught them; Gizmodo
bosses reinforce hate and anger that they can uncover in potential hires. They amplify it and give the
naive kids (that they find on New York’s streets) a contrived rationalization to blame every ill on
Conservatives. They then suggest and/or approve only articles that will damage those they are hired to
harm.
“Hired-to-harm” is a legal term one must pay attention to. Under a series of laws and cyber-stalking
rulings, if anyone can show that Gizmodo was hired to ham someone, the legal and branding effects on
Gizmodo will be terminal.
In the New York Magazine expose on Gawker/Gizmodo: “Everybody Sucks”:
http://nymag.com/news/features/39319/ ; the Taki Magazine expose: “Hypocrites Vs. Douche
Canoes” http://takimag.com/article/gawker_media_hypocrites_vs_douchecanoes/print ; and thousands
of other examinations of the character assassination niche that Nick Denton operates, the conclusions
are always the same. The Gawker/Gizmodo operations are not “journalism” they are political
propaganda operations for the DNC!
Gizmodo is an epic tax evasion and revenue hiding operation. It uses offshore fronts, with an epic
number of levels, to illicitly hide profits, political payola and scam-cash. James Comey, at the FBI, had
over 30 entities report these crimes to his office and nothing happened. Was Cover-up Comey
protecting Gawker/Gizmodo/Univision because they lead straight back to Obama and Clinton bank
accounts? Probably. We have heard from a number of people that all of their witness statements are
being re-resubmitted to Trump’s FBI to see if, maybe, this time around, justice can get ahead of
corruption.
In the modern age, everyday brings a new tale of Pro-DNC violence, Pro-Dnc shootings and Pro-DNC
rage and hatred. Nick Denton created this “hate as public policy” program and the DNC has now
slipped off the deep edge of the cliff as they take it to the most extreme depths.
Gawker/Gizmodo are simply elementary school abuse social-deviance extended into near-adulthood.

The things that pre-teens abused each other on the playground with (“your fat mother sucks pickles..”)
have been commercialized and sold to Obama and Clinton party bosses by Nick Denton and Univision.
Gizmodo is the essence of fake news, kneepad journalism and journo-shills.
Everyone in the world should be on the phone and on their email to every advertiser of Gizmodo in
order to shame them and bankrupt those advertisers into cutting off their accounts with the screed that
is Gizmodo and Univision.
Stay tuned for more on this topic...
Additional research by Carla Wendt

Land Destroyer: Gizmodo Joins Fake News Bandwagon
Gizmodo Joins Fake News Bandwagon ... that RT was being used throughout the election as a tool to
disseminate propaganda and swing the vote ... Gizmodo, like its ...
landdestroyer.blogspot.com/2017/01/gizmodo-joins-fake-news-bandwagon...

What Are the Tools of Propaganda? | AHA - Historians
What Are the Tools of Propaganda? In This Section. Defining Propaganda I; Enemy Propaganda;
Democratic vs. Enemy Propaganda; War Propaganda; The Story of Propaganda;
https://www.historians.org/about-aha-and-membership/a

Media's Use of Propaganda to Persuade People's Attitude ...
Media's Use of Propaganda to Persuade People's Attitude, ... Since propaganda is such a powerful
tool and because people are so ... How to Analyze Propaganda
web.stanford.edu/class/e297c/war_peace/media/hprop

Is MSM Strictly A Social Engineering And Propaganda Tool?
Mainstream media became a tool of social engineering and propaganda when journalism schools
stopped ... We Routinely Suppressed Conservative News article by Gizmodo. 78.
https://hubpages.com/entertainment/answer/266068/is-msm

Automated Propaganda; Shills, Trolls and Disinfo Bots | TABU ...
~~hat tip to "rallygodspeople" Automated Propaganda Some of the propaganda is spread by ...
Automated Propaganda; Shills, Trolls and Disinfo Bots. ... Gizmodo ...

https://tabublog.com/2016/10/22/automated-propaganda-s

Propaganda on Gizmodo, Facebook and Twitter manipulating public ...
... Philip Toscano/PA Facebook Propaganda on ... market competition was allowed to to efficiently
meet this demand and create tools that were ... Gizmodo (2,375 ...

Trump to Target Mexican Billionaire and Part NYT Owner
Billionaire Carlos Slim on June 15, 2016. Photo: Bloomberg/Bloomberg via Getty Images. Donald
Trump defended himself against a string of sexual-assault allegations on ...
nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2016/10/trump-to-targ...

Report: Mexican Billionaire Eyes Bid for Univision | TVWeek
Billionaire investor Carlos Slim Helu is considering a bid for Univision Communications, reports the
New York Post. Slim, who is worth $68 billion and whose holdings ...
tvweek.com/tvbizwire/2014/06/report-mexican-billiona...

Report: Gawker Media Staff Considering Walkout Following ...
Report: Gawker Media Staff Considering Walkout Following Article Deletions. by Lucas Nolan 13 Sep
2016 0. ... (Gizmodo) Corruption, Lies, and Death Threats: ...
breitbart.com/tech/2016/09/13/gawker-media-staff-consid.

Obama's Gawker, Gizmodo, Univision Attack Dogs - GIZMO: News ...
UNIVISION'S GAWKER, JALOPNIK, GIZMODO and a host of "Fake News" facades, ... The Mind
Numbing Corruption And Perversions In Marin County In California;
https://gizmodom.net/obamas-gawker-gizmodo-univision-a

